tekninen toimiala

terms of use – city bikes
borrowing and returning the bike

-

-

-

-

-

-

When borrowing a city bike you have to present a valid ID-card, fill
in the borrowing form and pay the deposit sum by cash. The deposit
is 20€/day or 50€/week.
The borrower is responsible for the bike until it is returned to
palvelupiste Porina. You are not allowed to borrow the bike to other
persons.
The borrower must be over 15-years old. If someone under 15-years
borrows a bike, he/she must be accompanied by an adult when
filling the borrowing form. The adult will be responsible for the bike.
The bike must be returned to palvelupiste Porina at the opening
hours: Mon 9am-16.30pm, Tue-Fri 8am-16.30pm. The bicycle
can not be returned on weekends or on holidays.
The bike must be returned to the bicycle stand which is located in
the inner courtyard of the Tekninen palvelukeskus (Technical
service center). The bicycle stand is separately marked for the city bikes. The key must be returned to
palvelupiste Porina’s customer service. The deposit will be returned when the condition of the bike has
been checked and all the rented items have been returned.
The maximum borrowing time is one week. In case there are bikes available, you can borrow the bike
again for another week.

using the bike

-

The key is marked with a number of the bike.
You must always use the bicycle’s own lock and in addition use separate cable lock to secure
the bike to the bicycle stand or a pole. You should never leave the bike unlocked or unattended.
You can also borrow a helmet and a lamp, but you have to separately ask for them (they are
included in the deposit sum).

responsibilities

-

-

-

If the bike is stolen or damaged, you must immediately notice palvelupiste Porina tel: (02) 623 4100.
The borrower must give information of the incident to palvelupiste Porina and to the Finnish Police. In
case of a theft or vandalism, the paid sum will be returned to the borrower once the information
required is given to the police and to palvelupiste Porina. The deposit will not be returned if the bike
has not been locked properly according to the part “Using the bike”.
If the borrower has intentionally damaged the bicycle or the bicycle has not been returned, the renter’s
excess share is 200€. In smaller cases the excess share is the total cost of the repair (except broken
tires, which will not be charged). For the missing key, helmet or lamp we will charge 20€.
Palvelupiste Porina is not responsible of the possible accidents, harms or damages that might happen
to the bicyclist while using the bike (e.g. falling).
With his/her signature the borrower will accept these terms and conditions.

